Since the introduction of the radical mastectomy, surgical treatment for breast cancer has evolved significantly including advancements in breast reconstruction, resulting in improvements in both oncologic and aesthetic outcomes. Nipple-sparing mastectomy (NSM), in which the nipple-areolar complex is preserved along with skin, has become an oncological option for several groups of patients including patients with low body mass index (BMI), minimal ptosis, small breasts and non-smokers. Recently, patients who were initially deemed poor candidates for this procedure—such as women with macromastia or high-grade ptosis—have undergone NSM and reconstruction with successful outcomes due to the utilization of staged surgical techniques. In this review, options for staging reconstruction after mastectomy are outlined for both therapeutic and prophylactic NSMs. For therapeutic mastectomies, patients may undergo breast envelope shaping with either reduction mammoplasty, mastopexy, or oncoplastic reconstruction in a first stage, followed later by NSM and definitive reconstruction. Alternatively, NSM can be completed in the initial stage either with or without immediate breast reconstruction, followed by breast envelope shaping in a later stage. For prophylactic mastectomies, similar strategies may be employed with either breast envelope shaping or NSM up-front. Here, strategies for the various staging approaches are reviewed along with several techniques for nipple delay, and an algorithm for treatment of these patients is proposed.
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disease (6), patient preference, or prophylactic purposes, mastectomy remains an important and necessary procedure for nearly 1/3 of breast cancer patients (7).

Compared to the radical mastectomy, the skin-sparing mastectomy (SSM) is a significant improvement in terms of cosmesis. By preserving the skin envelope, more options for reconstruction are possible. SSM may be followed by reconstruction of the nipple-areolar complex (NAC) as an additional step important for improving patient psychosocial and sexual well-being (8). However, NAC recon has its shortcomings, with the primary concerns being loss of nipple projection over time (9,10) and loss of sensation (11). Recreating the areolar complex also poses difficulties due to the distinct texture and color of the areolar skin. While tattooing is a useful adjunct to recreating the NAC, a significant proportion of patients may need repeat tattooing over the course of months or years to sufficiently achieve or maintain color (11,12). The nipple-sparing mastectomy (NSM) is a further improvement on the SSM; by preserving the NAC, some sensation and the native nipple can be maintained (13). The NSM provides for an improved post-mastectomy quality of life and is a significant predictor of both psychosocial and sexual well-being (14). In comparison to SSM with nipple reconstruction, patients who undergo NSM have higher body image satisfaction, decreased feelings of mutilation, and reduced distress (13).

The NSM has risen in popularity due to its reconstructive advantages. At one institution, after the introduction of the NSM, the number of skin-sparing mastectomies and modified radical mastectomies with reconstruction each decreased to less than 10% of the cases completed, as compared to 65.4% and 34.6% previously (15). Its use in cancer patients was initially considered controversial, however, due to questions regarding oncologic efficacy. Concerns for tumor recurrence within the nipple raised questions for its use (7), but multiple studies have since found that long-term survival and rate of recurrence is comparable in NSM versus the SSM (7,16,17). From an oncologic standpoint, preservation of the NAC can be safely done if it is separated completely from the surrounding glandular and ductal tissue (18), a process that Rusby et al. demonstrated can be performed with a high rate of success ex-vivo (19). The procedure has been found to maintain oncological efficacy even in tumors close to the nipple, with no significant difference in recurrence or disease-free survival found between tumors less than or greater than 2 cm from the nipple (20). However, cases with evidence of NAC or skin involvement by tumor, or cases of inflammatory cancer (21) are absolute contraindications to the procedure.

Preservation of the vascular supply to the NAC is of utmost importance in the NSM, and nipple necrosis is a well-described complication of the procedure, cited to occur in up to 20% of cases (22). While patient selection criteria for NSM eligibility vary, patients with minimal ptosis, A–B cup breasts, BMI <30 kg, and nonsmokers have been generally regarded as ideal candidates for the surgery. Tumor criteria for NSM include size less than 5 cm, tumor location placed far (>2 cm) from the areola, hormone status estrogen receptor (ER)/progesterone receptor (PR)+ and HER2−, and without multifocal disease or lymphovascular invasion (7). On the other hand, high BMI, active smoking, larger breast size (greater than C cup), significant ptosis (grade II/III) and radiation exposure, while not absolute contraindications to the surgery, have been associated with higher complication rates, particularly nipple necrosis (21-23) and nipple malposition (24). Therefore, these characteristics serve as relative contraindications to NSM. A single-institution retrospective review of 675 women undergoing surgery for breast cancer additionally found advanced age and advanced stage of disease were significantly associated with mastectomy without reconstruction. Patients with triple-negative as well as HER2+ genotypes were also less likely to undergo reconstruction, hypothesized to be due to higher risk of recurrence (15). However, some of the traditional eligibility criteria are now being challenged; Schneider et al. reports that patients with large, ptotic breasts may also be candidates for NSM with favorable results (25). NSM has also been offered to patients with larger tumors and short tumor-to-nipple distance with comparable oncologic outcomes (26,27).

Indications and techniques for the NSM may also influence surgical outcomes. Frey et al. found significant differences in patient demographics when separated by indication. Patients who underwent prophylactic NSM were generally of younger age. Therapeutic cases were performed in a population with significantly more radiation and chemotherapy exposure. Prophylactic procedures were also associated with a greater number of inframammary fold (IMF) and vertical incisions, whereas therapeutic cases had a higher proportion of lateral radial incisions and tissue-expander reconstructions (27). Their comparison of 1,212 nipple-sparing mastectomies found equivalent rates of recurrence but a significant increase in infection, implant loss, reconstructive failure, and seroma for therapeutic NSM (27).
Various approaches using surgical delay have been implemented to improve outcomes and broaden indications for NSM. For mastectomies being performed for therapeutic purposes, strategies vary in terms of timing and sequencing of tumor removal and reconstruction.

**Oncoplastic reconstruction first with second-stage NSM and reconstruction**

For large breasts or those with grade II/III ptosis, NSM may still be an option if up-front oncoplastic reconstruction (volume displacement techniques) is performed first, followed several weeks later by NSM with reconstruction. Economides et al. details this approach for patients in this category who also meet the Georgetown criteria, in which patients qualify for the surgery if they have unifocal disease in a single quadrant of the breast. Additional criteria include tumor size <3 cm, located at least 2 cm from the nipple, without any evidence of skin involvement or inflammatory disease, and with negative margins confirmed on both frozen and permanent sections. In the initial stage, tumor excision, sentinel lymph node biopsy, and oncoplastic reconstruction is performed. Concurrent contralateral mastopexy or reduction mammoplasty is also performed for symmetry. After a 10–12-week delay, the NSM is completed with immediate flap- or implant-based reconstruction, depending on patient preference. If mastectomy skin flap quality is poor at the time of the NSM, reconstruction is delayed. Staging the reconstruction also allows patients to undergo adjuvant chemotherapy in the interim to decrease the tumor burden (28).

In the initial stage, Wise-pattern incisions are often employed with particular attention paid to maintaining the NAC vasculature by preserving superomedial and lateral portions of the skin surrounding the nipple as allowed by the oncologic resection. This is followed by nipple repositioning as appropriate. After allowing 10–12 weeks for healing and improved vascularity, the NSM is completed through an inframammary incision—provided that nipple involvement is excluded through frozen and permanent sections—and followed with reconstruction (28,29).

In one study, this strategy was employed for 50 breasts, 35.1% of which mastectomies were therapeutic. For the 26 patients included in the study, average BMI was 25.7 and mastectomy mass was nearly 500 g, with mean sternal notch-to-nipple distance 28.2 cm. Immediate reconstruction was performed in all patients either with direct-to-implant, tissue expander, or free tissue transfer, and in total, 10% of breasts developed complications requiring reoperation, of which 4% (2 breasts) developed NAC necrosis.

A similar approach has been reported in which up-front tumor removal and oncoplastic reconstruction was performed for patients with macromastia and high-grade ptosis, followed by NSM and reconstruction with abdominally-based autologous tissue transfer after an average of 15 weeks. Of the 61 patients and 122 reconstructions performed, nipple necrosis was seen in nearly 15%, with NAC malposition occurring in 1.6%. Noteworthy in this study was the finding that, though prophylactic and therapeutic groups had no significant differences in complication rates, all cases of NAC necrosis occurred in the therapeutic group after reconstruction and within 6 weeks of the first operation (24). This suggests that longer delay between operations may allow for improved NAC viability.

**NSM first with second-stage delayed reconstruction**

Another delay strategy has employed performing the NSM up front and completing the reconstruction weeks to months later. Schwartz et al. implements this strategy in a four-stage approach with implant placement for patients at high risk for complications due to their high degree of ptosis (grade III), diabetes, obesity, and macromastia. In the first stage, NSM is completed through the lateral half of the Wise pattern to optimally preserve vasculature in the skin envelope. After about 1.5 weeks of recovery, the remaining half of the Wise pattern incisions are made in an outpatient setting. Nipple repositioning and skin envelope adjustments are performed in a third procedure at a minimum of 10 days later. In this stage of the procedure, care is taken to preserve the IMF and therefore maintain the vascular supply to the NAC through an inferior pedicle of skin. The definitive reconstruction is completed three months after repositioning of the NAC with sub- or pre-pectoral implants through an IMF incision (30).

This technique allows for development of collateral blood flow to the NAC prior to the reconstruction, which is particularly important for high-risk patients (defined as having grade III ptosis, BMI >35, mastectomy weights >1,000 g, or diabetics) who are likely to suffer reconstructive failure. The key lies in staging the Wise pattern incisions and separating the implant placement from steps in adjusting the skin envelope. This staged approach has been shown to lead to successful reconstruction in all of the ten patients in one small series for whom this sequence was performed. Partial nipple necrosis did occur in 2/10 of
patients, but this resolved with wound care and reoperation was not necessary (30).

Zenn et al. details a similar approach by completing implant-based reconstruction 2 weeks after NSM. Patients are selected for this procedure if they have C or D cup breasts, with stage I or II ptosis, or have a history of radiation therapy, smoking, or previous surgery. The initial mastectomy is completed ideally through IMF or vertical incision, or radial-lateral if sentinel lymph nodes are involved. After two weeks, the implant-based reconstruction is completed subpectoraly using acellular dermal matrix for additional implant support. If the patient desires a larger sized reconstruction than their natural breast, a tissue expander was placed at this stage instead (31). This approach was used for 20 patients, each with at least six months of postoperative follow-up. Of these patients, 75% had implant placement and the remainder received tissue expanders. Two patients experienced superficial necrosis but no nipple necrosis was noted (31).

NSM first with immediate reconstruction with secondary mastopexy/reduction

Up-front NSM with immediate reconstruction can also be a viable option to correct nipple positioning and reshape the breast. Salibian et al. outlines a technique in which NSM with prepectoral implant reconstruction is performed through an IMF incision. Secondary mastopexy is performed on average 24 months after the initial procedure for reduction, reshaping, and symmetry. The secondary incisions are made using a Wise keyhole pattern with a 4-cm diameter around the areola. To provide additional perfusion to the areola, a superior and inferior dermal fat flap is created by creating a 4–6-cm wide strip of deeper de-epithelialization down to the capsule of the implant, extending inferiorly from the nipple to the IMF and superiorly to the new areolar border. If the mastectomy is being performed for reshaping purposes, the medial and lateral flaps are then mobilized, de-epithelialized, and closed. Should a new implant need to be placed, the exchange is performed through a lateral incision in the inferior pedicle with wide undermining of the medial and lateral flaps prior to de-epithelialization. In the secondary procedure, the IMF may be raised for symmetry by tacking the skin to the rib periosteum with sutures placed medially and laterally to the inferior pedicle so as to preserve circulation to the NAC (32).

A similar technique has been employed in autologous reconstructions with success in which initial NSM and immediate autologous reconstruction was followed later by secondary mastopexy. In a group of seventy patients in whom this staging was employed, all of the complications which arose did so after the initial procedure and required only minor interventions. Six o’clock vertical incisions were commonly used for the secondary procedure, but a small portion were completed with lateral or IMF incisions to reposition the nipple and reshape the breast. No patients suffered NAC necrosis after mastopexy. Additionally, success rate for the flaps was 100%, and patient satisfaction was high. This technique relies solely on sub-areolar vascularization from the underlying autologous tissue; because perfusion from the surrounding skin is not needed, larger skin resections are possible without concern for nipple necrosis. Additionally, this allows for use of a variety of incisions without concern for skin necrosis. This has particular utility for patients with ptotic breasts, as it allows for a greater degree of skin envelope manipulation and reshaping with high margin of success (33).

Mastopexy/reduction first with second-stage NSM and reconstruction

Lastly, if the mastectomy is being performed for therapeutic purposes, the skin envelope can be pre-shaped prior to the NSM with delay between mastopexy/reduction and tumor removal. This technique was first pioneered in 2012 by Spear et al., subsequently paving the way for the various previously-described approaches in later years. Again, utilizing the Georgetown criteria for patient selection and those with high-grade ptosis, this procedure repositions the nipple and reduces the skin envelope prior to resection, allowing for a minimum 1-month delay before proceeding with the second portion of the breast removal and reconstruction.

In the first stage, periareolar incisions are made either circumferentially or with a Wise pattern. Care is taken to preserve the vasculature in the superomedial and lateral portions of the areolar dermis when marking and de-epithelializing the new NAC location. If parenchymal resection is necessary for reshaping or reduction, it is taken in a wedge section from the inferior and central aspect of the breast so as not to disturb the perfusion from above. Should patients require neoadjuvant chemotherapy, this would be completed after the first stage, and the second stage of the surgery completed 4–6 weeks after completion of therapy. If chemotherapy is not needed, the second
stage is completed a minimum of 3–4 weeks after the first. The NSM is completed through the previous vertical mastopexy scar or through the IMF and then reconstruction is completed with either autologous tissue or implant/tissue expander. Intraoperatively, samples of retroareolar parenchyma are sent for frozen and permanent section; if these are confirmed to be free of tumor involvement, the nipple is preserved, otherwise it’s removed in a separate procedure at a later date (34).

For the 15 patients (24 breasts) who underwent reconstruction with this delay technique, 20% (four breasts) developed complications requiring operative intervention, a rate comparable to that found in traditional NSM. NAC necrosis developed in three breasts (one bilateral patient) requiring debridement, but 23 were successfully reconstructed with no significant deficits to the NAC. In contrast to traditional BCS, which combines oncoplastic reconstruction with lumpectomy followed by radiation at a later date, this technique substitutes NSM for radiation therapy. Therefore, coordination with the patient’s breast surgeon to ensure that the strategy is in line with oncologic goals is a necessity.

This pre-shaping strategy has particular utility for patients undergoing prophylactic mastectomy as well. Of the 24 reconstructions performed in the 2012 Spear study, 71% were for prophylactic purposes. Mastopexy or reduction prior to NSM, with emphasis placed on preservation of the blood supply from the superior portions of the breast, can expand indications for the procedure to patients with traditionally non-ideal surgical characteristics of increased ptosis and moderately large breast size (34). Figure 1 depicts a patient treated with this pre-shaping strategy by the senior author. A 44-year-old woman with a BRCA1 mutation presented for discussion of breast reconstruction after planned prophylactic mastectomies. She underwent up-front bilateral breast reduction with Wise pattern skin incisions (400 grams on right and 364 grams on left). Four months later, she underwent bilateral prophylactic NSM through IMF incisions with immediate free deep inferior epigastric perforator flap reconstruction (Figure 1).

Salibian et al. details how this option may be offered for patients with severe macromastia. Reduction is performed 3–6 months prior to mastectomy and reconstruction, with a mean reduction weight of 383.4 g. In the initial stage, Wise-pattern incisions are created, the IMF portion through which the second stage was completed. Reconstruction was generally completed with either implant or expander, although a small portion (11.1%) underwent autologous reconstruction. Ultimately, average total resected breast mass near 1,000 g, and in a 1:2 case-matched analysis of the 9 patients/18 breasts which were operated on in this manner, the staged group differed in that its rate of flap necrosis was nonexistent, compared to 22.2% in the non-staged group. There was however one instance of full-thickness NAC necrosis in the staged group necessitating delayed nipple reconstruction.

Staged NSM and reconstruction may also be performed through the vertical reduction scar (35). In a study of 5 patients who had the procedure done for prophylactic purposes, all of whom were classified as having grade III ptosis and large breasts, the IMF incision was deliberately avoided in the second procedure to better preserve vasculature. The reconstruction was then completed with subpectoral implant or tissue expander, ensuring that at
least 4 months had first passed after the initial procedure to protect the NAC. Nipples were removed for one patient for whom pathology confirmed lobular carcinoma in situ (LCIS) and postoperatively there was one instance of superficial skin infection and epidermolysis of the NAC, but no cases of necrosis were recorded (35).

It should be noted that this approach, in contrast to the other techniques cited, does not remove the tumor in the initial surgery. Rather, the tumor and NSM are completed several weeks after the initial incisions are made. Previous database studies have established a link between overall and disease-free survival and time between diagnosis and definitive surgery (36). The risk of delaying tumor removal should therefore be discussed with the oncologic surgery team as well as the patient when considering this option.

**Nipple delay techniques**

A variety of nipple delay techniques have been trialed to reduce NAC necrosis. Initial approaches have involved undermining the parenchymal vasculature under the NAC several weeks to months prior to the NSM. One technique utilizes anesthetic tumescent to achieve this, injecting until a pocket is created under the skin 20-cm wide. The underlying tissue is then undermined from a 5-mm incision made 18cm from the nipple such that the NAC remains perfused solely from the surrounding dermal vasculature, and then antibiotic-impregnated collagen strips are inserted between the nipple and underlying parenchyma before closure. The NSM is completed three weeks later. This technique allows for intraoperative sampling of the posterior portion of the nipple for pathological examination in both the first and second stages to rule out tumor involvement of the NAC. With this technique, NAC necrosis was observed in 1 of 18 patients due to heat injury from the delay procedure, and no tumor relapse was observed in the 21-month averaged follow-up (37).

A similar approach involves mechanically undermining the NAC in advance of the mastectomy. In an outpatient setting, the area is undermined at the same thickness as the plane of the planned mastectomy at least a week prior to removal of the gland, to allow for better perfusion at the time of the NSM. Subareolar biopsy is performed at the time of the NSM, and if confirmed to be negative for tumor involvement on both frozen and permanent sections, the NAC may be preserved. This technique was performed on seven patients deemed pre-operatively to have high risk of necrosis (due to active smoking, significant ptosis, or preexisting surgical scars), and NSM was successfully completed without necrosis for all subjects (38). Further improvements were made on this technique since this time; at the time of the initial delay procedure, an additional 4–5 cm of surrounding skin can be undermined and subareolar biopsies taken prior to the NSM for permanent pathology. Emphasis is placed on maintaining circumareolar perfusion by making either an inferior vertical incision to the IMF or a lateral incision to the axilla rather than periareolar incision. At the time of the mastectomy, a “hemi-batwing” incision is made on the superior aspect of the breast to remove excess skin for those with ptotic breasts and to elevate the NAC; if this incision is made, the skin inside the hemi-batwing is not undermined during the initial delay procedure. Of the 31 procedures performed with this updated technique, 28 nipples were preserved (3 were removed for positive tumor involvement or patient preference) without necrosis (39). Subsequent groups utilizing this technique have reported similar success (40-43).

Another strategy in delaying the NAC involves creating a physical barrier between the nipple and the underlying breast tissue. In one study, 2–3 weeks prior to the scheduled NSM, skin flaps were raised to undermine the NAC and a silicone sheet was placed in the dissected pocket. This served as a barrier from revascularization from the underlying breast tissue and forced the nipple to rely on the blood supply from the subdermal plexus. In one cohort series utilizing this strategy, average nipple delay time was 17.6 days and no signs of NAC compromise were seen in the nipple delay group (45 breasts) compared to 9 breasts (out of 75 breasts) in the non-delay group who showed signs of NAC compromise (44).

Regardless of strategy of staging, with improvements in both oncological treatment options for patients and surgical techniques, more and more women are being deemed candidates for NSM if a staged approach may be employed. In the senior author’s practice, patients presenting for prophylactic mastectomy and reconstruction who have grade II ptosis or higher are offered up-front mastopexy or mammoplasty reduction, which is later followed by NSM and concurrent reconstruction.

Patients undergoing therapeutic mastectomy with mild ptosis (grade I) undergo NSM with low-height tissue expander placement (often prepectoral) to allow for upper pole contraction and elevation of the NAC. This is followed in a second stage by the reconstructive option of their choice. Those undergoing therapeutic mastectomy with high grade ptosis are offered either oncoplastic reduction or NSM up-front. If women opt for oncoplastic reduction technique...
initially, NSM and concurrent reconstruction (either implant or autologous-based) is completed in a second stage. For patients who are undergoing autologous reconstruction who opt for NSM up front, timing of breast envelope shaping depends on whether the patient has a high- or low-risk profile for complications. For high-risk patients (smokers, high BMI, high mastectomy weight, diabetics), patients undergo NSM with autologous reconstruction initially and mastopexy in a second stage. For low-risk patients, NSM, autologous reconstruction and mastopexy may be completed concurrently (Figure 2).

In discussing surgical options with patients, additional factors such as cost and patient psychological well-being should also be factored into the decision-making process. A 2017 study of cost for various therapies for breast cancer found that complications associated with reconstruction cost on average an additional $9,017, as compared to the $512 for complications associated with mastectomy alone (45). However, the overall cost associated with staged reconstruction in particular is not known. Staged reconstruction requires that the patient undergo more procedures over a prolonged period of time as compared to one-stage reconstruction. Although ideally this would reduce incidence and therefore cost of postoperative complications, patients who undergo multi-stage reconstruction may incur increased costs as compared to those who undergo one-stage reconstruction. The additional number of procedures may additionally affect patients’ emotional and psychological wellbeing. Some studies have started to report whether or not patients would be able to tolerate the intermediary state of having deflated breasts, though this factor is not often discussed (31). In choosing a reconstructive approach, the cost as well as the tolerability of multiple procedures should be taken into account.

Several options for staging reconstruction for NSM exist and have low rates of complications if performed appropriately. Ultimately, surgical treatment options should come down to patient preference, risk profile, and a detailed conversation between patient, oncologic surgeon and reconstructive surgeon about timing and ultimate goals.
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